Technology

Money talks:
the ﬁrst cryptocurrency
‘you can hear’

COPYRIGHT

When Kay Van-Petersen, an analyst at Saxo Bank told CNBC
that the cryptocurrency “could hit $100,000 in 2018” investors
went crazy. Afterall Van-Petersen had successfully predicted
bitcoin would reach $2,000 in 2017, and the speculation that
blockchain technology could influence financial markets as
the internet did from 1995 to 2000 seemed a risk worth taking.
BY NANCY HESLIN
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r not. The 80%
volatile peak-totrough decline of
bitcoin and other
forms of digital currency from
January to September of this
year has been declared “Worse
than the Dot-Com Crash”.
However, unlike the 2000
bubble which wiped trillions
off the Nasdaq Composite, the
cryptocurrency market was
only reduced €560 billion to
€170 billion ($640 billion to
$197 billion), as tracked by
CoinMarketCap.com, and with
limited links to the traditional
financial markets the global
economy did not fall back into a
meltdown.
“The Global Cryptocurrency
Market Report” released
this October by Ibinex, a
White Label Solution for
Cryptocurrency exchange,
claims 80% of bitcoin users are
predominantly between the ages
of 25-34 (38.2%), male (86.9%)
and European (33.9%).
Other takeaways from the
report include that while 8% of
Americans own cryptocurrency
(versus 9% of Europeans and
18% Chinese), firms raised
€10.4 billion ($12 billion) in
Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
in Q1 2018 in the US. Some
three-quarters of digital
currency users are located in
North America and Europe,
with only 18% in Asia. (The
WSJ calls Japan “a hotbed for
cryptocurrencies”.)
According to
CoinMarketCap there are
currently over 2000 virtual
coins. Meanwhile, dozens of
countries are considering a
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national cryptocurrency: on
October 1, 2018, Venezuelan
President Nicolas Maduro
announced the launch of the
Petro.
Yet Neil Wilson, chief
market analyst in London
for Markets.com, a foreignexchange trading platform,
told the “Financial Post” in
September: “Until you can pay
your taxes in cryptos, it’s just a
pointless investment vehicle.”
But what if you could
“pay with sound”? This is the
catchphrase of SonoCoin, the
world’s first audible blockchain
enabled cryptocurrency.
“We’ve taught the
blockchain how to speak,” says
SonoCoin Founder and CEO
Leonid Afanasyev from his
office in Geneva, where the
technology was born in 2016.
The company will be
launching its ICO – the
cryptocurrency equivalent to
the investment world’s IPO –
in the coming months, which
is expected to be one of the
biggest fundraisers in the year
to come.
Unlike almost all other
cryptocurrencies in the market
today, including bitcoin and

Ethereum, SonoCoin eliminates
the need to create a wallet for
coin storage. Instead, each
SonoCoin “becomes the wallet”
that can be stored as a regular
file on any device with speakers
and a microphone (desktops,
smartphones) and transferred
through all common digital
channels – email, messengers
(like WhatsApp, Telegram),
social media and even QR
codes – with no registration or
verification process required.
The SonoCoin mobile app,
protected by several layers of
security such as fingerprint,
facial recognition, and choices
of password, allows currency
owners to manually re-issue
coins, divide them into smaller
coins or combine into larger
ones.
With a unique digitally
encrypted audio file based
on a proprietary blockchain
system, using the Proof-ofStake (PoS) protocol to verify
transactions, SonoCoin is
password protected, stored
safely on a variety of backup
media (See Box: Security) and
each SonoCoin .WAV file can
be individually encrypted with
a password.
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Breakthrough
technology bypasses
distributed ledger
“The recent collapse of the
cryptocurrency market has
cleared the way for innovative
virtual payment solutions,”
asserts Afanasyev, who has spent
a lot of time in Monaco, where
at the end of January 2017, the
National Council approved Bill
237 to promote the activity of
blockchains in the Principality
and to create the Monaco
Authority of Blockchains (MBA).
“And in the new market
conditions, SonoCoin has the
potential to become the next
bitcoin in terms of breakthrough
technology and wide range
of potential applications. We
present a drastically different
way of payment processing that
is quick, easy and secure.”
Born in Russia, Afanasyev
started his professional career
at a small brokerage house on
Wall Street at the age of 25. Two
major steps he counts in the
development of his career were
getting an offer from Prudential
Securities and a position of
Investment Advisor at Morgan
Stanley, where he learned that
“you have to be an expert in
various fields: stock market,
fixed income securities, mergers
and acquisitions”.
In 2004, he moved to
Switzerland and three years later
founded Crown Capital Group,
an asset management company
specialising in capital markets,
trading and hedging, and funds
management.
After becoming a father
of three, Afanasyev says his
focus shifted “from current
investments to projects that
have the potential to shape
the future of my children and
children of my clients”. A serial
entrepreneur, he also founded
the e-commerce platform
Govermedia Plus.
Earlier this year, he told
Bilan.ch that SonoCoin’s idea
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evolved from its Russianbased blockchain e-commerce
platform. He found five talented
engineers in Russia, and
decided, like many financiers
converted to blockchain, to
embark on cryptocurrency.

Faster and cheaper
transactions
“Among the main objectives
behind this project,” Afanasyev
explains, “was to simplify
blockchain-based transactions
with regards to verification
requirements and interface, as
well as to minimise transaction
fees, giving anyone the power
to utilise blockchain-based
payments via a simple userfriendly platform.”
The idea was as easy and
straightforward: sound. The
end-product – SonoCoin, a
digital currency that you can
literally hear – allows users
to store and transfer value as
audio .WAV files to anyone
in possession of a device with
speakers and a microphone.
Bitcoin’s complex transaction
process (See Box: Bitcoin vs
SonoCoin Transaction Process)
involves significantly more time
than SonoCoin, which takes less
than 20 seconds per transaction.
Moreover, the audible
cryptocurrency’s easy-toimplement system and
low transaction fees are
particularly attractive to the
payment processing industry,
especially with regards to small
businesses.

Getting heard by the
mainstream
SonoCoin will rely on
Swisscom Blockchain to provide
infrastructure that delivers
security during the ICO process
and KYC/AML requirements.
As a key technical partner, it will
also be responsible for auditing
SonoCoin protocol to give
users additional data protection
security.

Swisscom Blockchain, part
of 51% state owned Swisscom
AG, is a global leader in
blockchain, cryptocurrency and
tokenisation digital security
related services.
«We work on the technical
and security aspects,» Daniel
Haudenschild, CEO of
Swisscom Blockchain and a
SonoCoin Advisory Board
member, told Bilan.ch. “We will
stabilise the protocol, make sure
it’s safe and verify that the ICO
is made according to ‘Know
Your Customer’ rules.”
“We are very fortunate to
have Swisscom and EXMO
on board,” Afanasyev reveals.
EXMO is the number one
exchange in Eastern Europe
and one of the world’s largest
global exchanges in volume and
liquidity.
The entire SonoCoin project,
with an ICO soft cap of €12.5
million and hard cap of €67.5
million, was entirely funded
by its founders, who will retain
30% of the total token supply in
its reserve until Q4 2019.
With protocol and
blockchain fully developed
and market ready, SonoCoin
is hoping to tap into the 300
million global transactions and
assets worth €234 billion ($270
billion) that are managed by
blockchain technology. Some
12,065 merchants worldwide
accept cryptocurrency.
To succeed, they have set
their sights on mass adaptation,
from individual consumers to
fundamentally changing entire
industries. Advertisers can
run regular commercial spots
but use SonoCoin’s ultrasonic
frequency inaudible to humans,
thereby transferring coins to
viewers’ phones that they could
exchange for discounts on goods
and services.
In the gaming industry,
bitcoin is the primary
cryptocurrency used for
investments and other

SONOCOIN
TEAM

Whose
on board
The SonoCoin
team consists of solid
crypto experts and highly
experienced advisory
board members;
notably including
Daniel Haudenschild,
CEO of Swisscom
Blockchain;
Ivan Petruhovsky,
Co-Founder of EXMO
Finance – one of Europe’s
largest cryptocurrency
exchanges by
trading volume;
Alex Alexandrov,
Founder and CEO of
Coinpayments.net;
and Arnaud Perdrizet,
Founder of World
Payment Solutions and
Senior Advisor
to Wirecard Group,
one of the world’s largest
payment processing
company.
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purposes but SonoCoin is a
quicker and easier payment
solution for in-app purchases,
without the need for any
verification requirements. With
a reduced risk of fraud, and
as a primary digital currency,
it will eliminate the need for
secondary conversion into FIAT
currencies.
Less complex examples
entail listening to your favourite
artist and an audible SonoCoin
is “paid” at the end of the song,
or buying a bus ticket with a
SonoCoin.
“We’ll make money by
finding commercial use,”
Afanasyev said on CNN’s
TechTalk in July, “and building
an ecosystem around the
currency, which means the price
will increase in value.”
He adds, “Sound and voice
commands are the future for
technologies. We are in talks
with world leading IT and
media companies to discuss how
they can use our technology in
their products.”

The Monaco
International
Blockchain,
the first professional
tradeshow dedicated
to the Blockchain
Industry
in Monaco
takes place
November 29 and 30
at Grimaldi Forum.

SECURITY
There are four layers to SonoCoin security: choosing secure and reputable crypto exchanges, highspeed payment transaction with the creation of a new coin after each payment is made, and unique
password for every coin. According to Afanasyev, SonoCoin will be “very picky” in the choice of
cryptocurrency exchanges, working only with the ones that provide maximum security and display a
proven track record.
The high-speed payment transaction with SonoCoin safeguards against the possibility of theft or
hacking, while each transaction is secured via the creation of new coin with new security keys inside.
On top of that, every single coin can be protected with a password.
A private bug bounty, onboarding white hat hackers and cybersecurity experts, was initiated to have
a second level of SonoCoin’s blockchain testing, after which the blockchain protocol will be released
open-source, meaning the software technology is decentralised in production.

Bitcoin Transaction Process

Recipient public address is required
to send transaction for bitcoin.

Transaction is broadcasted
to the network.

Outputs are recorded to the
distributed ledger.

SonoCoin Transaction Process

SonoCoins can be sent to anyone
without the need of recipient’s
public address.

Delivery via any of distribution
method like audio signal,
messaging platforms,
QR codes and Bluetooth and WiFi.

Coins are uploaded and change
of ownership is broadcasted
to the network.
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